
Father Wants to Share His Mysteries with His Sons

We believe the lie that the Bible has all the information we’ll ever need. We also believe the lie that
‘God’1 is  mysterious  and  we  can’t  understand  him.  That’s  because  we’ve  been  taught  religion,  not
spiritual reality. Sure, there  is some reality in what we’ve been taught, but there’s much, much more
available to us. 

The amount of knowledge in the mind of the Trinity we could call ‘limitless’ by comparison to what our
brains currently capable of. Even the life experiences of Jesus of Nazareth probably wouldn’t fill all the
books in the world.2 

‘Mysteries’ in NT Greek just means ‘secrets’. We all have secrets and most of those are not ones we want
to keep from others. Most of what’s in our mind is secret because we haven’t divulged what’s there to ‘all
and sundry’. That’s exactly what Father’s mysteries are – things he knows which we don’t. His mysteries
have nothing to do with occult or wicca mysteries, which is secret knowledge the enemy has that people
don’t know.

The nice, but unexpected, thing about Father’s mysteries is that he wants to share all of them with us. It’s
our right and privileged as sons to have access to all of it. Here’s his mind on that:

“Why are you doubting, my child? Why have you entertained the lie that because I am cloaked in
mystery, I must not want to share my secrets with you? It isn’t enough to trust in my ways—I long for
you  to  dive  into  the  depths  of  my  truth  and  seek  me  for  greater  understanding.  That  kind  of
understanding is deeper than your mind can interpret, much wilder and holier than your imagination
can envision.” 3

Those who have said, “Yes, I would like you to tell them to me”, have been taught by Father many things
that are strange to us. These believers are known as Christian Mystics, because they are privy to mysteries
that other people can’t access. There’s nothing ‘spooky’ or unchristian about the term or the people.

If you want to learn from Father what he knows, you’ll need to change your mind about mysteries.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – ‘God’: I use this term in inverted commas because ‘God’ is the generic term people use, while I don’t any more. I have an intimate
      relationship with the members of the Trinity, so I refer to them by name out of relationship.
2 – John 21:25
3 – Brian Simmons (30-8-2021) “I Hear His Whisper..."I will reveal my mysteries."”
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